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Preface

Dear Colleagues,

Welcome to the international conference on Data Science, Machine, Learning and Statistics-2019 (DMS-2019)
held by Van Yuzuncu Yil University from June 26-29, 2019. The DMS-2019 shall create an environment to discuss
recent advancements and novel ideas in areas of interest. During the conference participants will have opportunities to
discuss issues, ideas and work that focus on a topic of mutual concern. Presentations can cover topics such as advance
soft computing, heuristic algorithms, data infrastructures and analytics which are recent advances in Data Science,
Machine Learning and Statistics. With the valuable contribution of renowned personalities in the field, eight lectures
will be included in the scientific program of the DMS-2019.
We wish you a productive, stimulating conference and a memorable stay in Van.
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Statistical Learning for Big Manifold Data
Ashis SenGupta1
1

Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkato, India, ashis@isical.ac.in

The explosion of Big Data have attracted research from almost all areas of Science, with a panorama of approaches
for solving problems of diverse nature. While fast and soft computations have been of prime concern, Data Science
has been demanding scientific and objective analysis. In this backdrop, Statistical Science is playing an indispensible
role. In this talk we focus on the three basic Vs of Big Data: Variety, Volatility and Volume. In the Variety aspect, we
present Manifold data specifically Directional Data, where observations that can be mapped onto circles and spheres,
as in astrophysics, bioinformatics, geosciences, text mining, etc. are considered and corresponding Probability models
are constructed. Volatility is a prime characteristic of modern Big Data, often exhibited through multi-modality but
not interpretable by mixture models. We take up the problem of modelling such data next. Volume of data, either in
terms of the sheer size or in terms of high-dimensional random variables with lower dimensional sampling space, i.e.
the Large p - Small n case, is a non-trivial problem to analyse. For the former, a hierarchical model-based clustering
method is presented. The latter creates the nagging problem of singularity and multi-colinearity. We consider this
problem through dimension reduction techniques. Novel approaches of Multivariate Statistical Inference for these
problems are also briefly reviewed. Several emerging real-life examples are given to illustrate some of the above
methods. It is hoped that this glimpse of the rich arena of scientific challenges and some objective and probabilistic
solutions thereto as to be presented in this talk, will encourage the researchers in Big Data to explore the methods
advocated and enhanced through Statistical Science.
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Data-Driven Multi-Criteria Decision Making in Decision Engineering
Adil Baykasoglu1
1

Dokuz Eylul University, Izmir, Turkey, baykasoglu@gmail.com

A new data-driven Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MADM) model is introduced in this invited talk. The presented approach makes use of metaheuristic algorithms (Jaya algorithm) for training Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs)
in order to enable learning from past data in a dynamic multi-criteria decision making scenario. Trained FCMs are
used to predict future performance scores of decision alternatives by incorporating present subjective evaluations. The
application of the proposed approach is also presented trough an example.
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Quality Analysis Of Big Geodata Via Machine Learning
Candan Gokceoglu1
1

Hacettepe University, Ankara, Turkey, candan.gokceoglu@gmail.com

The paradigm changes in geoscience researches have become obvious with the availability of big geodata. The
new scientific concepts such as citizen science (CitSci) and crowdsourced data have started to appear in many different fields of geosciences, especially in environmental monitoring and assessment in the last decades. The benefits
of volunteer geographic information (VGI), which have been evidenced by citizen supported research projects and
crowdsourced geodata collected on social media platforms, have turned the topic into an essential requirement for
many projects. At the same time, the use of machine learning (ML) algorithms have become unavoidable for processing of these data due to its magnitude. Although the ML algorithms can serve to the pre-processing, information
extraction and interpretation of big geodata in general, the quality assessment (QA) and quality control (QC) is an
active research agenda for many CitSci projects since their usability mainly depends on the reliability of the input.
The CitSci and other crowdsourced geodata require specific QA&QC procedures prior to their use, since many outliers and errors may exist due mainly to: i) non-specialist data collectors and interpreters; ii) diversity of the data
collection methods and the equipments; and iii) other errors caused during data transmissions. In this study, the importance, potential and existing applications of CitSci data quality analysis will emphasized with a particular focus on
ML approaches.
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Machine Learning: from the Architect of Van Lake to Architecture of Neural
Networks
Cagdas Hakan Aladag1
1

Hacettepe University, Ankara, Turkey, chaladag@gmail.com

Nowadays, machine learning concept is getting more and more interest. In recent years, machine learning has
many application areas spread all over the life. These areas are ranging from entertainment to economy. Due to its
wide usage area, there are lots of definitions for machine learning. All big organizations or governments are collecting
huge data and try to analyze it efficiently to understand current state and to make inferences for the future. In recent
years, one of the most efficient way to analyze data is using machine learning. Therefore, the questions “What exactly
is machine learning?” and “What exactly does machine learning do” are vital questions to answer. On the other hand,
it is not easy to get answers for these question in the literature. Furthermore, there are some misleading or confusing
definitions for this important concept. In this study, machine learning and its links with other crucial topics such
as artificial neural networks, big data, data science and statistics will be presented over real world. The important
concepts are going to be explained via real world applications. In the light of these, a new artificial neural network
model will be introduced to efficiently analyze real world data including outliers.
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Testing the “Complete Symmetrical Equivalence” of Two Sets of Variables
Carlos A. Coelho1 , Barry C. Arnold2
1

Mathematics Department and Center for Mathematics and Applications (CMA), Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologia, Universidade Nova de
Lisboa, Portugal, cmac@fct.unl.pt
2 Statistics Department, University of California Riverside, CA, U.S.A., barnold@ucr.edu

Let X = [X 01 , X 02 ]0 ∼ N2p (µ, Σ), where both subvectors X 1 and X 2 are p-dimensional, and
"
µ=

µ1
µ2

#
with

µ 1 = E(X 1 ) and

µ 2 = E(X 2 ) .

We will say that X 1 and X 2 are “completely symmetrically equivalent” if
#
"
Σ1 Σ2
and µ 1 = µ 2 ,
Σ=
Σ2 Σ1

(1)

where Σ1 and Σ2 are non-specified, but with Σ1 , Σ1 + Σ2 and Σ1 − Σ2 being positive-definite matrices. We will be
interested in testing the null hypothesis in (1), which we will call the “complete symmetrical equivalence” hypothesis.
The authors derive the likelihood ratio test statistic for the present test and show how it is possible to include the
distribution of this statistic under the framework of Theorem 3.2 in [1] and as such have its exact probability density
and distribution functions given by Corollary 4.2 in the same reference, in a finite closed form, in terms of an EGIG
(Exponentiated Generalized Integer Gamma) distribution, with all parameters precisely defined, as simple functions
of p and of the sample size. An example of the implementation of the test, using real data, is presented.

References
[1] Coelho, C. A., Arnold, B. C. (2019). Finite form representations for Meijer G and Fox H functions – Applied
e
to multivariate likelihood tests using Mathematica R, M AXIMA and R, 488+xixpp. Springer Texts in Statistics
(accepted for publication).
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Using Deep Learning Models in Problem Solving
Ibrahim Turkoglu1
1

Firat University, Elazig, Turkey, iturkoglu@firat.edu.tr

The importance of artificial intelligence has been increased since the developing technology and digital era. The
development of autonomous systems which can make decisions on its own serves both humanity and provides new job
opportunities. Artificial intelligence can be defined as software and hardware systems that exhibit human behaviors,
conduct numerical logic, and have many abilities including movement, speech and voice recognition. In general, AI
can be divided into two groups: Machine learning and deep learning. Machine learning represents an algorithmic
structure which learns from examples of qualitative information extracted from the data. Yet, deep learning systems
learn from the data without training. In this study, problem solving approaches are given by applying artificial intelligence techniques and deep learning models used the applications. Leaf classification, colon cancer detection and
epileptic seizure recognition are presented to solve problems with artificial intelligence techniques. Leaves were classified with deep learning models and the performance of deep learning models was compared. In that study, AlexNet,
VGG-16, VGG-19, ResNet50, and GoogleNet were applied. At the end of the study, 32 leaf labels (classes) were considered to discriminate and all models showed over 95% classification performance. The best detection result obtained
with AlexNet model with 99,72% accuracy [1]. In the second study, feature extraction was carried with deep learning
models in order to determine the colon cancer risks from the FTIR signals. One of the difficulties encountered in determining the cancer from the blood is the similarity of FTIR signals between patients and healthy individuals. In this
study, the feature extraction problem from FTIR signals was emphasized and a new method was proposed based on
deep learning model. In the proposed method, spectrogram images of FTIR signals were obtained and features were
collected with AlexNet. Then SVM was performed in order to classify the images and 90% accuracy was evaluated
[2]. In the last study, epileptic seizures based on EEG signals were classified with deep learning models. EEG signals
are long and nonlinear time series thus it is difficult to analyze and it takes time to comprehend the signals with traditional methods. In order to overcome that problem, deep learning model was proposed. In the first part of the study,
both focal and non-focal EEG signals were converted into images. After, both VGG-16 and AlexNet deep learning
models were applied to classify the images and their performance were compared. Best result obtained from AlexNet
with 91,72 classification accuracy [3]. Deep learning models and techniques have been used in different engineering
problems recently. In this study, the usage of deep learning models to solve different kind of engineering problems has
been explained with various applications.

References
[1] Dogan, F., Turkoglu, I., (2018). The Comparison of Leaf Classification Performance of Deep Learning Algorithms. Sakarya University Journal of Computer and Information Sciences, SAUCIS-1, 10-21.
[2] Toraman, S., Turkoglu, I., (2018). Determination of Colon Cancer Risk from FTIR Signals by Deep Learning,
Science and Engineering Journal of Firat University, 30(3), 115-120.
[3] Alakus, T.B., Turkoglu, I., (2019). Fokal ve Fokal Olmayan Beyin Sinyalleriyle Derin Ogrenme Kullanarak
Epilepsi Nobeti Tahminin Yapilmasi, Anadolu 2. Uluslararasi Uygulamali Bilimler Kongresi, UBAK, 458 469,
26-28 Nisan, Diyarbakir, Trkiye.
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An Extreme-Value Distribution based Regression for Big Data
Keming Yu1
1

Brunel University, London, United Kingdom, keming.yu@brunel.ac.uk

Generalised Pareto (GP) distribution is the widely used extreme-value distribution. One of the most important
types of statistical methods for gathering information for decision making is regression, when covariate information is
available.
In this talk, the GP regression is introduced via the prime parameter (extreme index or shape parameter) of GP
distribution. A novel least-squares type of linear regression for an easy adaptation of ‘divide and conquer’ algorithm
for the GP regression to cope with analysis of massive data as well as its adaptation of lasso-type procedures in
high-dimensional variable selection is provided.
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Robust and Sparse Methods for Regression and Classification in High Dimensions
Peter Filzmoser1 , F.S. Kurnaz2 , I. Hoffmann1
1

Vienna University of Technology, Vienna, Austria, P.Filzmoser@tuwien.ac.at
2 Yildiz Technical University, Istanbul, Turkey, fskurnaz@yildiz.edu.tr

The advances in technological developments led to a vast increase of statistical data. For example, it is nowadays
relatively easy to install additional sensors in order to monitor a production process. This means that the datasets grow
in size, particularly in dimension. Although more information can be valuable for understanding phenomena, this also
results in two challenges: (a) it becomes harder or even impossible to visually clean the data from outliers which might
spoil the results of the statistical analysis, (b) it is usually impossible with traditional tools like correlations to figure
out which of the measured variables are relevant for the problem.
Concerning the latter issue, a lot of progress was made with so-called sparse estimators, such as the elastic net
estimator [5], which allows to filter irrelevant noise variables for a range of different models, e.g. for linear or logistic regression. The goal here is to combine sparse estimators with robustness against outlying observations [2, 1].
Therefore, we propose a robust elastic net version which is based on trimming [4]. It is shown how outlier-free data
subsets can be identified and how appropriate tuning parameters for the elastic net penalties can be selected. A final
reweighting step is proposed which improves the statistical efficiency of the estimators. Simulations and data examples underline the good performance of the newly proposed method, which is available in the R package enetLTS on
CRAN [3].

References
[1] Hoffmann, I., Filzmoser, P., Serneels, S., and Varmuza, K. (2016). Sparse and robust PLS for binary classification.
Journal of Chemometrics, 30, 153-162.
[2] Hoffmann, I., Serneels, S., Filzmoser, P., and Croux, C. (2015). Sparse partial robust M regression. Chemometrics
and Intelligent Laboratory Systems, 149, 50-59.
[3] Kurnaz, F. S., Hoffmann, I., and Filzmoser, P. (2018). enetLTS: Robust and Sparse Methods for High Dimensional
Linear and Logistic Regression. R package version 0.1.0, https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=enetLTS.
[4] Kurnaz, F. S., Hoffmann, I., and Filzmoser, P. (2018). Robust and sparse estimation methods for high dimensional
linear and logistic regression. Chemometrics and Intelligent Laboratory Systems, 172, 211-222.
[5] Zou, H., and Hastie, T. (2005). Regularization and variable selection via the elastic net. Journal of the Royal
Statistical Society: Series B, 67(2), 301-320.
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Single Valued Triangular Neutrosophic Fuzzy c-Means for MR Brain Image
Segmentation
A. Namburu1 , S. Chakkaravarthy 2 , V. M. Cruz3 , H. Seetha4
1

Vellore Institute of Technology, Amaravati, India, namburi.anupama@vitap.ac.in
Vellore Institute of Technology, Amaravati, India, chakkaravarthy.sibi@vitap.ac.in
3 Keene State College , Keene, New Hampshire Meenalosini.vimal.cruz@keene.edu

2

4

Vellore Institute of Technology, Amaravati, India, seetha.hari@vitap.ac.in

Medical image segmentation place a vital role in early detection and diagnosing the disease. Recent days, many
researchers are working on enhancing the result of segmentation, which are crucial for treatment planning. Segmenting brain images is challenging due to the presence of noise and intensity in-homogeneity that creates uncertainty in
segmenting the tissues. Neutro- sophic sets are efficient tools to address these uncertainties present in the images.
In this paper, a novel single valued triangular neutrosohic fuzzy c-means algorithm is proposed to segment the magnetic resonance brain images. The image is represented with triangular neutrosophic sets to obtain truth, falsity and
indeterminacy regions which are further used to obtain the cen- troids and membership function for applying fuzzy
c-means to extract the tissues of the brain. The experimental results reveal that the proposed work out performs the
other relevant methods.

References
[1] Namburu, A, Samayamantula, S. K. and Edara, S. R. (2017). Generalisedrough intuition- istic fuzzy c-means for
magnetic resonance brain image segmentation. IET Image Pro- cessing, 11(9), 777-785.
[2] Alsmadi, M. K. (2016). A hybrid Fuzzy C-Means and Neutrosophic for jaw lesions seg- mentation. Ain Shams
Engineering Journal, 9(4), 697-706.
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An Improved Telecommunication Churn Prediction System by Enhanced Fuzzy
Clustering with Ada Boosting Hybrid Model
J. Vijaya1 , S. Srimathi 2 , E. Ajith Jubilson3
1

2

VIT Univeristy, Andra Pradesh, India, vijayacsedept@gmail.com
K.Ramakrishnan College of Engineering, Tamil Nadu, India, csuccessforsure2025@gmail.com
3 VIT Univeristy, Andra Pradesh, India, ajith.jubilson@vitap.ac.in

Churn in the broadest sense indicates a quantity of people or customers moving collectively out of the subscribed
services in a specific time frame under a single business organization. The objective of Churn Management is mainly to
diminish the potential customer losses so that the organization becomes profitable. For the development of the clientele,
the growth rate indicating the number of new customers needs to be improved than the churn rate. Hence Churn
Prediction plays a crucial dynamic role that paves the way for the sustainable growth of the organization importantly
in the ever challenging telecommunication industry. The technology era in which telecommunication extends as a key
industry for the positive economic impact. Hence, using enhanced data mining techniques a viable churn prediction
system is designed. The ensuing goal of every organization is to preserve the prevailing customer base, because
accumulating new customers may involve enormous money investment, time consuming and also may pile up more
of human resource. Hence it is interest of many industries and research people to focus on active churn prediction
research. This paper focuses on proposing and designing a system to probable prediction of customer churn with the
help of Hybrid Possible and Probabilistic fuzzy C-means Clustering methodology (PPFCM) combined in hand with
Ada Boosting (PPFCM BOOSTING). This system effectively promotes the prediction accuracy in comparison with
the existing PPFCM-ANN model. This paper has two modules: (1) Suggesting clustering module on the basis of
PPFCM and (2) Suggesting churn prediction module on the basis of Boosting Ensemble Classifier. In the clustering
module, the input dataset is grouped into clusters with the benefit of the PPFCM clustering algorithm. The clustered
information obtained is deployed in the Boosting Ensemble Classifier and this hybrid creation is further deployed in
the churn prediction. In the testing phase, based on the similarity measures or minimum distance the clustered data
identifies the most relevant and accurate Boosting Classifier that signifies the nearby cluster of the test data. Finally
to predict the customer churn the output score is used. Four different experiments are performed in which the primary
experiment consists of a PPFCM clustering algorithm, the secondary experiment evaluates the classification result, and
the tertiary experiment evaluates the ensemble classification result, Final experiment substantiates the hybrid proposed
model. Such that the proposed Hybrid PPFCM-Ensemble Model affords maximum accuracy in comparison with any
solitary models.
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Determinants of Export to Turkey’s Black Sea Economic Cooperation Member
Countries: Panel Gravity Model Approach
M. Sevuktekin1 , B. Demirci2 , I. Kiriskan3
1
2

Bursa Uludag University, Bursa, Turkey, sevuktekin@uludag.edu.tr
Bursa Uludag University, Bursa, Turkey, sevuktekin@uludag.edu.tr
3 Giresun University, Giresun, Turkey, isin.cetin@giresun.edu.tr

In 2000, Turkey’s total exports amounted to 27.5 billion dollars and in 2017 its value was close to 157 billion dollars.
The Black Sea Economic Cooperation was officially established in 1992 with 11 constituent countries. 8.2% of
Turkey’s total exports towards the Black Sea Economic Cooperation Organization countries took place during the
period from 2000 to 2017. The purpose of this study is to explain the determinants of Turkeys exports to the BSEC
countries for the period from 2000 to 2017.
This study uses the extended gravity model, which is frequently used to explain the determinants of exports and
imports. The variables employed to describe the gravity model are: Turkey and BSEC countries GDP, population,
distance and common language (as dummy variable).
The data for the period from 2000 to 2017 were analyzed using panel data models. Only the results of the random
effects model are relevant for the purpose of this study, because the fixed effects model excludes variables (distance
and common language) that do not change over the years. This choice is also in accordance with the Hausman test
results.
According to the random effects model results, Turkey and partner country GDP are positively related, whereas
there is a negative effect on distance variable. Furthermore, Turkey’s population has a positive effect on exports, but
the partner country’s population has negative effect on exports. The use of common language (as dummy variable) has
been found to have positive effect on exports. The results of the analysis are in agreement with the literature findings
on gravity model.
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A Combat Genetic Algorithm for Optimal Buffer Allocation In Unreliable
Production Lines
M. U. Koyuncuoglu1 , L. Demir2
1
2

Pamukkale University, Denizli, Turkey, ulas@pau.edu.tr
Pamukkale University, Denizli, Turkey, ldemir@pau.edu.tr

A production line consists of machines connected in series. In unreliable production lines the machines may be
randomly fail, and it causes disruptions in the production process. To prevent these disruptions buffers are allocated
between the machines. The buffer allocation problem (BAP) is defined as finding the optimal size and location of
the buffers throughout the line so as to achieve a predefined objective function. In this study, the buffer allocation
problem is solved to maximize the production rate of the line under the total buffer size constraint. The mathematical
formulation of the problem is given as follows:
maxPR
K−1

∑ Ni ,

Ni ≥ 0

and

integer

(1)

i=1

In equation (1), PR denotes the production rate of the line, K is the number of machines in the line, N is the total
buffer size to be allocated and Ni depicts the buffer size for each buffer space. The buffer allocation problem is hard
because of two reasons: (1) There is no algebraic relation between the buffer sizes and the production rate of the line
[1], and (2) the problem is a nonlinear integer programming problem and it is in the class of NP-hard [2]. Because of
these properties of the problem meta-heuristic search methods are widely used to solve BAP .
In this study, we employed the combat genetic algorithm (CGA), which is an evolutionary algorithm proposed by
Eksin and Erol [3], for solving BAP. The combat genetic algorithm is based on the genetic algorithms (GAs) and the
basic idea of the algorithm is to improve the convergence rate by focusing on the reproduction stage of a standard GA.
The performance of the proposed combat genetic algorithm is tested on benchmark problems taken from the literature.
The numerical results showed that the proposed CGA produced higher production rates than other methods used in
literature for all considered benchmark cases.
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The link between oil prices and exchange rates has been studied frequently. The motivation is to find dynamics,
causality and predictability between the variables. The literature on Turkey is rather thin and inconclusive. This
study takes a comprehensive approach to examine the volatility effects between oil prices and exchange rates both in
the short-run and in the long-run in Turkey. Additionally, the paper examines whether there is a causal relationship
between oil prices and exchange rates and whether one can be predicted using the other.
For this study, we used monthly time series oil prices and exchange rates data obtained from the Central Bank
of Turkish Republic and employed Granger causality and Auto Regressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) approach that
estimates both the short and the long run parameters. Our initial results indicates that oil price movements negatively
affect exchange rates both in the short-run and in the long-run with former being stronger and latter being weaker.
Results also show that there is one way Granger causality running from oil prices to exchange rates. Based on these
results, we discuss some policy implications.
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In our previous study, an artificial neural network was applied to the caltech 101 data set which is an international
data set, the results were analyzed and converted into a publication. In this study, image preprocessing, segmentation
and feature selection were performed. 7 invariant moments applied to geometric and colorless images were used for
feature selection. The success rate in the classification was observed to be about 25%.
In this study, deep learning and optimization techniques were applied on the same data set. Relu was used as
activation function and cross entropy was preferred as loss function. Images are resized to 64x64. Each time the
program is run, a random 6-category image is taken and 100 iterations are executed. Stochastic gradient descent (sgd),
momentum, adam, adagrad, rmsprop and adadelta optimization algorithms were used for different results and these
results were analyzed. The success rates in the classification were as follows: sgd: 64.5%, momentum: 85.56%, adam:
92.31%, adagrad: 71.25%, rmsprop: 40.26% and adadelta: 86.88%.
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Genetic algorithm is a population-based method widely used in optimization problems. In this method, the choice
of population size is very important. Increased population size can increase success but adversely affect working
time. In this study, the Ackley function was chosen as a test function to determine the population size of the genetic
algorithm. In addition, in order to make a fair comparison between population sizes, the total number of individuals
dealt with in the genetic algorithm process for each alternative was fixed. Significant results have been obtained in
terms of revealing the effect of population size on success.
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In this study, it is aimed to model the evaporation data, which is one of the important parameters of the hydrological
cycle, using the Fuzzy Logic Method, which depends on both the meteorological factors and the characteristics of the
evaporation surface, such as temperature, humidity, precipitation, air pressure, solar radiation, water temperature and
salinity.
In order to set the model, average daily temperature (oC), average daily relative humidity (%), average daily actual
pressure (hPa), average daily wind velocity (m/s) were selected as input parameters and total daily pan evaporation
(mm) was selected as output parameter.
Daily data for the year between 2013-2018 of the Van Local Station numbered 17172 were used as normalized.
Data for 2017 are used for training purposes and 2018 data for testing purposes. In Sugeno type of Fuzzy Logic
approach, sub clustering method is used, and 10 rules are written being created 10 membership functions for each
input and output.
For the purpose of evaluating the performance of the model, the Van Local Station’s daily data in 2018 and the
Konya Airport Station which has similar meteorological features with Van and the data of the Kocaeli Station with
different meteorological features were used.
The average error value was determined as 0,1 at Van Local Station, 0,15 at Konya Airport Station and 0,33 at
Kocaeli Station.
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Topological indices have important role in theoretical chemistry for QSPR researches. Among the all topological
indices the Randić index [1] has been used more considerably than any other topological indices in chemical and
mathematical literature. Most of the topological indices as in the Randić index are based on the degrees of the vertices
of a connected graph. Recently a novel degree concept has been defined in graph theory; geometric degree [2]. In this
study, angular geometric Randić index is defined by using geometric degree concept as parallel to their corresponding
classical degree version. This new angular geometric Randić index is compared with the Randić index by correlation
efficient of some physicochemical properties of octane isomers. Also the exact values of the angular geometric Randicć
index for the well-known graph classes such as; paths, cycles, stars and complete graphs are given.
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Statistics is one of the most important tools for all branches of sciences. It is because, there is no other tool, except
statistics, to make sense the results of scientific studies. Since statistical analysis results serve a bridge between the
researchers and readers, the results of the statistical analysis should be reported as informative as possible. In this
study, it has been focused on how to report statistical analyses properly and informatively. For this purpose, results
of four different studies have been used. At the end of this study, the researchers and scientists have been given
the message it is also highly important that reporting the statistical analyses results properly alongside choosing an
appropriate statistical test(s) in analyzing data sets and correct interpretation of the results.
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Error correcting codes have been used for decades in terms of reliable information transmis- sion through noisy channels. Algebraic coding theory deals with topics varying among finding new codes, building new code construction
methods, exploring optimal parameters and exam- ining new criss-cross relationships between known construction
methods and existing algebraic structures [3, 2, 1, 4]. Involving practical applications related to Electronics, Communication and Computing, this area of research have been widely inter-disciplinary, rather than being of pure Mathematics
or Algebraic interests.
Deep learning techniques with the power of Artificial Intelligence(AI) have found appli- cations everywhere and
decoding of error correcting codes is one of this areas. In its very brief version, prediction and recognition techniques,
after its early machine learning days, have nowadays reached to a human-level status with the power of neural networks
[5].
Recently, channel decoding with deep learning techniques have attracted many researchers. [6, 7, 8, 9]. Specifically, it has been proposed that codes with structure, show better performance compared to random codes [7]. In this
study we review some recent results on neural network decoding with algebraic codes and address new codes that are
promising for deep learning based error correction in this view. We discuss the pros and cons of using deep learning
techniques in decoding procedures.
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An important question in clustering, where the aim is to keep related objects in the same group, is how to detect
the number of groups in a data set. If the groups are well separated and reg- ularly shaped, available methods in the
literature detect true clusters with a high performance. However, if groups overlap or have unusual shapes, the performance of these methods deterio- rates. We propose a new method based on lifting which has recently been developed
to extend the denoising abilities of wavelets to data on irregular structures. By checking all possible clustering patterns
in a hierarchically built tree, our method seeks for the best representation of the clustering scheme in the tree. After
denoising the tree, if the leaves under a node are all close enough to their centroid for the deviations to be explained as
noise, we label those leaves as forming a cluster. The proposed method automatically decides how much departure can
be allowed from the centroid of each cluster. Using some real and artificial data sets, we will illustrate the behaviour
of our method.
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There has been 1066 articles with the keyword “Dow-Jones” until the month of April 2019. One of the recent
articles working on the Dow-Jones market data is Novotny and Urga [2]. Novotny and Urga [2], suggested a method
to model the meaningful price jumpings in every 5 minutes. Their data was obtained between first of January 2010 and
30th of June 2012. Their method was successful in predicting the price jumpings and suggested that taking the correlation of the price jumpings into account would make their model more successful. In another study Eckernkemper [1],
tried to analyze the marginal expected fallings in the Dow-Jones market with a copula-based model. The model was
successful in modelling nonlinear dependency and was worked on several variations of it. The model was compared to
other models in the literature and was proven to be superior. In our study, we used the weekly Dow-Jones data from the
UCI repository that was used by Brown et al. [3]. The data was comprised of two different timelines one of them being
between January 2011 to March 2011 and the other being between April 2011 and June 2011. We modelled volumes
of every stock in Dow-Jones market with a methodology that consists of panel data analysis, time series analysis and
panel clustering. The panel clustering method we used was based on McNicholas [4]. The aim of our study was to
set up a model that provided knowledge about volumes and then use this knowledge for price changes. We set up a
mutual model for the two timelines and succeeded to produce this knowledge.
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This study is a part of Gizem Meral’s MSc thesis supervised by Sinan Saraccli at Afyon Kocatepe University Institute of Science and it is
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The aim of this study is to forecast the natural gas consumptions of power plants in Turkey via support vector
machines regression method. With this aim the data set is obtained from Turkey’s Energy Market Regulatory Authority
and Energy Affairs General Directorate between the years 2013-2018.
In this study, first of all, the place in Turkish market, ratio within the primary energy sources, production, consumption,, import and export values of natural gas, as a power supply is examined. Because of the differences in
measurements of these values, the related data set is standardized before the statistical analysis. While, the consumption in energy plants is considered as a dependent variable, industrial consumption, city consumption, production,
import and export values are considered as independent variables. All types of Kernel functions (Linear, Polynomial,
Radial Basis Function (RBF) and Sigmoid) in Support Vector Regression are tested. RBF is chosen as the forecasting
Kernel function because of having the minimum Mean Square Error (MSE). Then, support vectors, weights and decision constants are determined. By multiplying weights with support vectors and adding the bias, the final model is
obtained.
By the help of final model, forecasts of natural gas consumption of power plants in Turkey, for May-December
2018 are obtained. The results are given in related tables and figures.
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A lot of real systems are subjected to the influence of random disturbunces which cannot be ignored. Although many
ways have been proposed to model uncertain quantities, stochastic models have proved their flexibility and usefulness
in diverse areas of science.
Optimization problems involving stochastic models occur in almost all areas of science and engineering, so diverse as telecommunication, medicine, or finance, to name just a few. This stimulates interest in rigorous ways of
formulating, analyzing, and solving such problems. Stochastic programming is one of the many specializations of
Optimization [1, 2, 3]. Moreover, in recent years the theory and methods of stochastic programming have undergone
major advances [4, 5].
In this review, we provide an overview on the main themes , methods and areas of application of this subject.
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This study is derived from the thesis called Evolutionary Algorithms for the Nonlinear Optimization by Sabri Erdem and remodeled.

In the last decades, especially in the field of evolutionary optimization, most of the re- searches have focused on
nature-based algorithms that are inspired by interactions of living and non-living objects. The main idea behind this is
a belief that nature solves its problem instinctively like finding shortest path between foods and nests for ants and bees.
Similarly, magnets with same pole will repulse each other while magnets with opposite pole will attract each other
inherently. In the state-of-the-art, there are many algorithms that imitate these behav- iors and interactions for solving
optimization problems in applied and social sciences such as: traveling salesman problems, assignment, transportation
problems, scheduling, layout, conflict resolution, optimum policy making, portfolio optimization etc. In this study,
we have imitated the behaviors of charged particles; see Erdem [1] for solving appropriate popular benchmark cases
and have compared results with other ones generated by different algorithms. We have performed whole operations in
Python coding environment and libraries. It is concluded that results are satisfactory and applicable for later usage in
different areas.
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In this study, the causal effect of maternal education on the prevalence of pregnancy termi- nation is examined using
the 1997 compulsory schooling change and the corresponding regional variation in the number of middle school class
opening. The effect of maternal education on sev- eral birth and pregnancy outcomes has been studied extensively.
There are sound evidences on the positive effects of maternal education on fertility preferences, contraception use and
infant health. This study focuses on establishing a causal link from maternal education to pregnancy termination or
pregnancy loss. First, the causal link between pregnancy termination and educa- tion is examined in a broad-brush
approach. Then, the effect is explored in details by the type of pregnancy termination. It is found that one additional
year of maternal education reduces the probability of termination of pregnancy by 7 percentage points using two
stage least squares method. Further examination shows that the one additional year of maternal education reduces the
probability of having abortion by 5 percentage point. However, there is no significant effect of maternal education on
miscarriage or stillbirth.
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One of the most important component that should be examined in determining the quality of a multiple choice item
is the power of distractors. If the distractors of a item are strong, performance of that item in the test is high. Besides,
it is also important that the distractors do not contain any information about the correct answer. In a measurement tool
prepared with quality items it is necessary to investigate why subjects check the distractors. Incorrect answer options,
ie distractors, are not included in the calculation when estimating item statistics. The power of these wrong answer
options, which are not taken into account when analyzing the distractor, is being investigated. Thus, it is possible
to have an idea about how a item works in the measurement tool. In this study, a distractor analysis was performed
for the items in the Statistical Literacy Test applied to the students of the Econometrics Department of the Faculty
of Economics and Administrative Sciences of Karadeniz Technical University. R software was used for the analysis.
According to the results obtained from the analysis based on the data obtained, the inter-test performance of each item
was compared.
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Quality by Design (QbD), a systematic approach to pharmaceutical development, is designing and optimizing of
formulation and production processes in order to provide the predefined product quality. Pharmaceutical product development is an intensive process in terms of data and knowledge and many tools can be utilized to perform QbD
in this process. One of these tools is using mathematical models and guidelines to provide forming of the subject
knowledge easily then to use it in independent or integrated style and to create Design of Experiments (DOE). For
modelling the interactions of the variables there is an urge to collect experimental data which contains right range of
inputs in order to achieve that statistical methods like factorial design. Response surface method (RSM), Artificial
Neural Network (ANN), Genetic Algorithm (GA) are some of the assistive technologies used to perform mathematical
modelling to provide forming of the subject knowledge easily then to use it in independent or integrated style [1].
Although, traditional statistical methods are quite helpful to examine relations in an extended data, when it is come
to drug development they are not so sufficient, because of the complex multivariate relations between the elements
that affect the quality of the product which are mostly nonlinear. The adoption of mathematical modelling via artificial intelligence programs has increased the efficiency of the development process with better understanding of the
multivariate relations between the elements that affect the quality of the product [2, 3].
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Because there are more than one hidden layer between the input and output layers in the neural network algorithm,
it is called “Deep Neural Networks”. In a classical neural information is only transferred from the previous layer to
the next layer or exit. In the deep neural networks, the neurons affect each other with various activation values from
two successive layers. The effect of each layer on the model and thus the neuron in each layer has an effect on the
model [1, 2]. In the study, the Deep Neural Networks algorithm; different input (number of layers, epoch, error rate)
and evaluation of performance of the model being practiced an application are intended.
“The rule of learning in deep neural networks” is a generalized version of the Delta Learning Rule based on the
least-squares method. Generalized Delta Learning Rule consists of two stages. Feed Forward: This step start with the
presentation of a learning instance to the network at the input layer. Incoming inputs are sent to the intermediate layer
without any changes. The output of the k. element in the input layer is shown as Cki ?Gk . Firstly, Net (N) input the
processing elements in the intermediate layer. The formula is calculated using N aj = ∑nk=1 Ak j Aki . Sigmoid function



is used, output is: Caj = 1 1 + exp −(N aj + β ja ) . Back Propagation: The error for the m processing element in the
output layer is; EM = Bm +Cm . The sum of errors for the error (TH) occurring in the output layer is: T H = 1/2(∑2m ).
Chaning Weights Between Interlayer and Output Layer: If the amount of change is ∆Aa in the weight of the connection
connecting the processing element j-th in the intermediate layer to the processing element m-th output layer, the amount
of change in weight at any time t is: ∆Aajm (t) = λ δmCaj + δ ∆Aajm (t − 1) [2, 3, 4].
The most important feature that distinguishes the deep neural network method from the classical neural networks
is the number of layers that provide good results in complex problems. As a result of the study, the non-layer artificial
neural network model was classified with 66.9% accuracy and 32.9% MAPE, whereas the deep neural network model
was classified with 95.5% accuracy and 4.9% MAPE ratio. The study showed that the model of deep neural networks
had a higher accuracy rate.
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Thoughts are the most important element affecting human life and enabling institutions and businesses to shape their
future plans. As technology improves, we find opportunity to employ user data acquired through web resources
to determine our daily basis, habits and decisions. Along with the rapidly increasing data sizes, data processing has
become notably challenging. Therefore, the concept of sentiment analysis has emerged. Sentiment analysis has divided
into three as document level, sentence level and aspect- based sentiment analysis [1]. Aspect-based sentiment analysis
consists of two stages: target extraction and target classification [1]. In this study, LDA-based (Latent Dirichlet
Allocation) aspect extraction methods have been proposed to identify single and multi- word aspects (MWA) for
Turkish datasets, automatically. Introduced methods have been tested on a fragment of hotel dataset obtained via
TripAdvisor.
LDA is a topic modeling method utilizing bag of words (BoW) to uncover hidden topics within the dataset [2].
BoW increases the efficiency, however, causes loss in inter- word semantic relationship information. Proposed LDAbased models consider these relationships without the need of human annotation. For preprocessing, the spelling
correction infrastructure provided by the Zemberek and Yandex.XML were adopted. Suggested models benefit from
C-value [3] and PMI (Pointwise Mutual Information) [4] techniques in order to address LDAs lack of bag of words
and preserve relationships between words. In the first model, using linguistic and statistical information with Cvalue method has improved sensitivity on multi-word and nested terms. Candidate MWA terms with C-value above
a threshold are filtered and selected as MWA. In the second model, the candidate MWAs were pointed out by the
linguistic filtering method which detects the noun groups. PMI score between candidate MWAs and the data domain
is calculated, and as in the first technique, candidates above threshold are replaced in the corpus and aspect extraction
of two models are finalized with LDA. Proposed models provided more successful outcomes than classical LDA.
Both models have increased accuracy, precision, recall and f-score values by approximately 20%, 15%, 15%, 15%,
respectively.
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Purchasing Managers Index (PMI) is considered as an important factor to the policy makers and related bodies as
it is found as an influential indicator for macro economy, especially for GDP growth and Industrial Added Value. PMI
is one of the indicators to measure the health of an economy. This study examines whether the PMI has any influence
on the stock market index of Turkey or vice versa. We use secondary data collected from the official website of BIST,
Turkey. The study covers monthly data ranging from April 2015 to February 2019. We employ Granger Causality
Test and Co-integration approach to examine causality and dynamics between the variables (Manufacturing PMI and
BIST All Index Data). Our initial results show that there is uni-directional causality running from stock market index
to Manufacturing PMI.
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In order to achieve high efficiency in solar energy systems proper functioning of solar panels and cells is critical.
There are several techniques that can be used to determine solar cell defects in PV modules both in the manufacturing
process and in the field. Electroluminescent (EL) Imaging is highly efficient technique for detecting various cell defects
such as micro cracks, finger interrupts and broken cells. Nevertheless, interpreting EL images for each cell can be quite
challenging and time consuming because of the cell structures and excess pattern types. Therefore, it can be useful to
inspect cell images automatically. In this study, PV cell images are classified using a public EL image dataset which
contains 2624 individual cell images and deep convolutional neural networks. Transfer learning method was chosen
due to small dimension of the dataset. AlexNet, GoogleNet, MobileNetv2 and SqueezeNet architectures were chosen
for transfer learning and networks are trained on the GPU. Using transfer learning each training session completed
under an hour and over 75% validation accuracy reached. Results indicated that convolutional neural networks and
transfer learning could be easily used for PV cell defect detection.
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Support vector machines are supervised learning models with associated learning algorithms that analyze data
used for categorization and regression analysis. The main task of the algorithm is to find the most correct line,
or hyperplane, which divides the data into two classes. SVM is basically a linear classifier that classifies linearly
separable data, but in general, the feature vectors might not be linearly separable. To overcome this issue, kernel
trick is used. This article presents a comparative study of different kernel functions (linear, radial and sigmoid) for
unbalanced data. The classification categories are not equally distributed. Three different re-sample methods are
used for balancing the dataset. Rose sampling and smote are generated Synthetic balanced samples. The last using
method is Oversampling, by adding more of the minority class. The myocardial infarction dataset which was taken
from the Github were classified by 10 fold cross validation to increase the performance. Accuracy, AUC, sensitivity,
specificity and F measure are used for comparing the methods. The analysis is carried by R software. As a conclusion,
the results of performance metrics for the original data have increased by using Rose re-sampling methods for linear
kernel functions.
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Missing data is a common problem in almost all research areas based on humancollected data. Lack of data usually
means the situation that occurs when certain cases in a data set have missing data. Missing data handling methods
depend on the number of samples, the amount of missing data, the package program used, and the method used.
Among these methods, the hot deck (estimated mean match), regression safety and multiple implants are the most
commonly used methods.
The aim of this study is to compare the effects of hot deck imputation and regression imputation in the multiple
imputation on arithmetic mean and correlation coefficients.
The data of 537 patients who had cholesterol and glucose tests were used in our study. From this data, the
glucose data were completely randomized to be completely randomized to 5%, 10% ,20% and 30% in the R Language
environment. This missing data structure has been imputed to a hot-deck based multiple imputation and regression
imputation based multiple imputation.
As a result of the analyzes, it was found that the use of hot deck in the multiple imputation method brought the
parameters much closer to the actual value than the regression imputation in the multiple imputation method.
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Biostatistics is one of the important approaches for decision makers in the health sciences by analyzing the indicators and finding the mathematical modeling and predictions. The topic of diabetes has been chosen to be applied
in this study due to the importance of finding a cure of this disease and analyzing the indicators of increasing the rate
of the incidence in the last years. The reasons of the incidence increasing rate and the types are investigated by the
researcher, to demonstrate the effects of some variables such as weight and age on the diabetes incidence rate.
The study was conducted on a sample of 1385 patients with diabetes, randomly selected from the diabetics community in the Diabetics Center province of Duhok/ Iraq of a total 10,083 patients with diabetes, and applying the
theories of linear regression on this data to create a mathematical equation helps to anticipate future incidence rates.
The Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) was used in this study to obtain accurate results, reduce the time
and effort. Basically, this study is an application of linear regression modeling on the diabetics cases. In addition, a
regression function was constructed to predict diabetes incidence rate in the future. As a result, the exponential model
was fitted the data under study.
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This paper is a condensed study that has been done by the researcher to compare among ordinary estimators.
Mainly, the robust estimator and the maximum likelihood estimator methods used to estimate the bivariate mixed
model called BARMA(1,1). Simulation experiments were conducted for different types of BARMA (1,1), by using
large, moderate and small sample size, where some new results obtained. Its important to mention that MAPE used as
a statistical criterion for comparison.
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Managing the inventory effectively is crucial for success in all industries. Even though most of the SKUs in inventory are finished goods and work-in-process items with regular demand, some of them have irregular and intermittent
demand (ID). ID pattern has many periods with zero demand with infrequent demand arrivals. When a demand occurs,
the size is highly variable. Spare parts are one of the most important examples for the SKUs with ID patterns. These
parts may be used for after-sales purposes or for preventive and corrective maintenance processes. Although they do
not play an important role in the sales of a company, they may establish up to 60% of the total stock value. Thus, small
improvements in spare parts inventory may result in significant cost savings. These SKUs have strategic importance
for operations and their absence may affect the processes directly. Also, excess inventory may cause obsolescence. To
avoid such problems, accurate forecasting is required for spare parts. However, forecasting is a challenging task for
SKUs with such patterns since the irregularity of the demand causes traditional forecasting methods to perform poorly
on ID.
Single exponential smoothing (SES) is one of the most widely used forecasting methods both for regular and ID.
Yet, it is found to be biased for intermittent demand case resulting in high replenishment and excessive stock levels. To
overcome such problems and generate both accurate and unbiased forecasts, several methods have been proposed in the
literature. The first method, Crostons method (CR), estimates demand size and the interval between non-zero demands
separately. The final estimation is calculated by averaging the separate estimates. After CR, many modifications on
it such as Syntetos- Boylan Approximation (SBA), Teunter-Syntetos-Babai (TSB) and new methods such as Artificial
Neural Networks and Bootstrapping are proposed. Besides the statistical methods, judgment can also be used for
generating forecasts. These methods are generally based on expert opinions and can be used especially when the
historical data is absent, there are significant changes in the environment, or the time series are highly variable. In
practice, companies frequently use judgment in forecasting.
This study aims to suggest a model that combines statistical forecasts with judgmental forecasts in order to achieve
a higher level of accuracy. First, the SKUs are categorized according to their demand patterns by using SyntetosBoylan-Croston (SBC) categorization scheme. SBC suggests that for smooth demand pattern CR should be used
while for erratic, intermittent and lumpy demand SBA should be used. From the statistical forecasting models which
are proposed in literature especially good for ID patterns, SES, CR and SBA methods are applied and their accuracies
are evaluated. Best performing method and parameters for each SKU are chosen and applied. With experts, judgmental
forecasts are generated for these SKUs. These forecasts are combined with the forecasts of best performing statistical
model by using weighted averages. Final conclusions are made based on the improvement in accuracy measures. The
study demonstrates this proposed model on a real dataset having SKUs with irregular demand pattern.
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Standard portfolio optimization had proposed by Harry Markowitz in 1952 which is the benchmark problem of
finance world. Many optimization methods have suggested to solve this problem to date. Actually, investors have
a unique goal to get optimal portfolio which is maximizing expected return and minimizing the risk of portfolio.
Portfolio optimization problem is a quadratic optimization problem. Moreover , cardinality constrained optimization
problem is mixed-integer quadratic optimization problem that makes it NP-hard. Heuristic methods can solve NP-hard
problems in reasonable time period. In this study, cardinality constraint portfolio optimization is solved by sector-wise.
Cardinality constraint is solved by using coefficient of variation for different sectors. The main algorithm composed
of mainly two parts. In the first part, coefficient of variation of each stock is calculated. Then, last quarter of ordered
coefficient of variation of stocks are selected. In the second part, combinations of reduced stocks are covered to
determine proportion of K stocks by using nonlinear neural network. The expected return, risks and Sharpe ratio of
portfolio were calculated for different sectors. Indeed, this study reveals which sector provides better returns in the
next three months. In order to analyze the proposed algorithm efficiency, ISE all shares data (Istanbul Stock Exchange
all shares data was used between 10.05.2018-14.05.2019).
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In the verge of the Industry 4.0 transformation, the digitalization is a primary concern for manufacturers. As
a popular concept, Smart Manufacturing emphasizes the collection of data captured through various processes for
further use. Analysis of process data with machine learning algorithms might provide useful information for root
cause analysis and failure prediction. As a supervised learning approach, Associative Classification (AC) is often used
for prediction tasks.
In our study, molding process data obtained from a global industry-leading wheel rim manufacturer was analyzed
for fault prediction. The study might be described as a preliminary model developed for failure prediction on a
real-time setting. The proposed approach for prediction consists of two steps. Firstly, the process data reported for
subsequent steps were individually inspected with individuals control charts. The values out of control limits were
marked as events that might correspond to potential causes of failures. With such assumption, an event dataset was
organized where each event is linked to a part-code along with a class label that denotes the type of failure, if any.
Among the classification techniques in the data mining context, Associative Classification was adopted due to the
descriptive nature of rules. Accordingly, when the model rises a fault prediction, the classifier rule also involves a
root cause for the problem. The event data constructed after the process control was analyzed to extract rules with
Association Rule Mining (ARM) technique. RuleGenerator, an implementation of the Apriori Algorithm has been
employed for the discovery of rules and classifier rules. Among the 7295 rules discovered, 91 classifier rules were
presented in the results. With a minimum lift value of ∼22.3 among the classifiers, the model might be promising
despite the limited size of the dataset analyzed.
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Social media is a very popular communication tool to share peoples ac- tivities, ideas and feelings with others.
Twitter is one of the most popular of these social media platforms. Firms and consumers are engaged in campaigns on
social media platforms. These campaigns can be given as an example on Black Friday, which is accepted as the day the
Christmas shopping begins in the United States. Firms in Turkey as well as in the whole world is trying to attract the
attention of customers with social media hashtags Black Friday. In this study, tweets of various Black Friday hashtags
were evaluated in 2018 in Turkey. Tweets were analyzed by Sentiment analysis. To evaluate the hash- tags, the total
number of tweets and the number of retweets were included in the analysis. With the help of the obtained results, the
hashtags for Black Friday are listed.
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Reference interval studies are performed according to Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) guidelines [1]. While these rules determined by CLSI can be applied for adults, it is difficult and inconvenient to apply
these rules for pediatric patient groups. In order to resolve this need, this study has been performed to make reference
interval establishment process easier with data mining techniques.
To apply data mining techniques, the data must go through certain stages. These stages include techniques such
as filtering, which is for eliminating outliers, and analyzing the statistical distribution of the data according to criteria
such as age, gender, diagnosis. In order to meet these requirements, a tool has been developed to allow specialists
to easily load laboratory test data and to perform rapid data mining operations. 12 different biochemistry test data,
which The Canadian Laboratory Initiative on Pediatric Reference Intervals (CALIPER) used for establishing pediatric
reference intervals in their study, used for the experiments on developed tool and the results were compared with the
reference intervals published by CALIPER [2]. In the experiments carried out using data mining techniques with
machine learning algorithms, we found similar results with the reference intervals published by CALIPER, which
were determined by using conventional methods.
By presenting this tool to specialists, they will be able to do reference interval study based on hospital or device
and publish it after reviewing their clinical accuracy. With this developed tool, specialists can easily perform reference
interval studies by loading laboratory test results, examine the distribution of age, gender, and diagnosis-related data
and apply machine learning algorithms.
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In this study, information about fuzzy logic concept, historical development, purposes, advantages and disadvantages are given. Classical time series and fuzzy time series concepts are defined. The Adaptive-Network-Based Fuzzy
Inference System (ANFIS) was used to model fuzzy systems and to estimate chaotic time series. Moreover, ANFIS
method was applied to the data received from a factory using Industrial 4.0 technology with the help of sensor. The first
degree Sugeno fuzzy inference system method has been used and suitable membership functions have been determined
for the data sets. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) were calculated.
ARIMA models were determined by Box-Jenkins method and RMSE and MAPE values were calculated. The RMSE
and MAPE values obtained by using ANFIS method and ARIMA models were compared. As a result of the study, it
was observed that the RMSE and MAPE obtained by first degree Sugeno fuzzy inference system method gave the best
results on Industrial 4.0 data. In addition, the fuzzy inference system method produced the closest estimation values
to actual values.
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The way of doing business and being successful in it evolves within time. Status quo in business has changed
greatly with the development of Internet, later WEB 2.0, e- marketing, social media and this change goes on with each
new technological development that is integrated into daily life and gained acceptance from large customer groups.
Globalization enabled logistic chains to cover almost all-around world. The cost to acquire information significantly
decreased due to rising Internet usage. Product life cycles have become shorter. Innovative products started to get
customers attention. This all resulted in competition getting very tough in markets and market leaders could only make
differences due to small advantages they have. As a result of these developments, business environment demands high
customer satisfaction rate for success in long term. A sector in which the technology is changing very fast, also needs
faster adaptation or for a better chance, requires companies to be a leading innovator. So, companies need not only
understand their customers needs but they should also anticipate the change in their needs in future. Thus, there is a
need for combining a forecast system that is able to detect the changes in customer needs, interpolated from a QFD
study or other analysis.
This study primarily focuses on finding a conceptual framework which can be used to predict the future customer
requirements (CR) of the target market segment for new product development. The lack of historical data is a problem
for forecasting when it comes to new products, so existing forecasting methods are carefully examined. QFD methodology will be used in the first step to understand the different categories and importance of customer requirements;
using Kanos categories to modify weights and predict the changes of states for each CR. A modified version of Kano
questionnaire will be conducted; that can be analyzed to find out transition probabilities between Kano categories.
With the help of Markov Chain, the probability of states for each CR will be predicted to generate four data points.
At this point Grey Theory Forecasting is a suitable tool, as it only requires four data points for a robust forecast. GM
(1,1) methodology will be applied to the data to predict the change in weight of customer requirements.
The output of this model can be much valuable for management or decision makers, in the process of design for
engineers; serving as a step to bullet proof the product/service for changes in customer perceptions and what they
want by purchasing this product/ service in future. This will also help preventing unnecessary R&D efforts and budget
spending on features which can become obsolete in future; while giving a chance to canalize the energy and time for
getting a competitive advantage in an area which will be more valuable in the eyes of the customers.
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Nowadays, huge amounts can be reached in data sizes due to the fact that internet is included in every aspect of
life, rapid growth in internet technologies and increase in data storage areas [1]. The processing of large amounts of
data has brought various problems. In the solution of these problems, solutions can be obtained by accessing valuable,
interesting and unexplored information from raw data with data mining methods. The recommendation systems are
one of the data mining subheadings.
Recommendation systems are the approaches that can provide the most suitable suggestions for the user based on
the information of a user. Usually e-commerce, film, news, music, such as sites and applications are used [2].
In this study, a hybrid recommendation system was proposed using the MovieLens dataset. In conclusion, it was
seen that the recommended hybrid recommendation system [3] was sufficiently successful.
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Machine Learning (ML) provides new methods, techniques, and tools that can help solving diagnostic and prognostic problems in a variety of medical area. K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) is a basic classification algorithm of ML and
is often used in the solution of classification problems. The aim of this paper is to use different kernel functions to
weight the neighbors according to their distances and to compare the classification performance of KNN algorithms
for diabetes data.
KNN algorithm is best-known, simple and a successful classification method for machine learning. KNN is a
non-parametric, lazy learning algorithm. It uses a database in which the data points are separated into several classes
to predict the classification of a new sample point. A query is labelled by a majority vote of its k-nearest neighbors in
the training set. This paper uses kernel functions to weight the neighbors according to their distances. Kernel functions
are rectangular, triangular, epanechnikov, biweight, triweight, cosine, inverse, gaussian, rank and optimal. Also two
different distance were compared. The dataset is split into training (80%) and test (20%) sets as well in training (70%)
and test (30%) sets. The analysis carried out using R software. The Pima Indian Diabetes dataset consist of 768
observations and 8 several medical predictor variables and one target variable, Diabetes. Predictor variables include
the number of pregnancies the patient has had, their BMI, insulin level, age, blood pressure, glucose, skin thickness,
diabetes pedigree functions.
Results show that when using gaussian kernel and k = 10 the accuracy took a peak value of %76. If we decrease
the k value the accuracy decreased too. This study determined that using different kernel functions to weight the
neighbors and the higher value of k can improve the classification accuracy.
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Obtaining and using biomedical data is increasing with developing information technology. At this point, different
systems are needed to analyze the biomedical data quickly and accurately. Some of these systems help doctors and
clinicians by analyzing and classifying data. In this paper, Breast Cancer Coimbra dataset [1] taken from Machine
Learning Repository web site of the University of California Irvine (UCI ML) [2] was used. This dataset includes
features that can be gathered in routine blood analysis. These features are Age (years), BMI (kg/m2), Glucose (mg/dL),
Insulin (U/mL), HOMA, Leptin (ng/mL), Adiponectin (g/mL), Resistin (ng/mL) and MCP-1 (pg/dL). According to
these input features, predicted data can be assigned to an unhealthy or healthy. These features were observed for 64
patients with breast cancer and 52 healthy people [3]. Filtering the information from this dataset through traditional
inquiry methods and presenting this information in reports does not lead to the emergence of important secret rules
hidden in the information. Therefore, it is inevitable to use the data mining algorithms used in the biomedical field
for data discovery from datasets. WEKA is an open source data mining program with a functional graphical interface
that combines machine learning algorithms [4]. WEKA includes various data preprocessing, classification, regression,
clustering, association rules and visualization tools.
In this paper, data mining classification algorithms are examined and a prediction model is developed in Breast
Cancer Coimbra dataset for early detection of breast cancer. Four algorithms were selected and applied to the data
set after considering the popularity and similar studies in the literature while selecting the algorithms to be compared
among the data mining algorithms in WEKA. These algorithms are J48, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), K-Nearest
Neighbor (K-NN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm. Accuracy, Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Error
Squares (RMSE) and Relative Absolute Error (RAE) values were considered when determining the most successful
algorithm. As a result, overall performance rates of data mining classification algorithms were obtained as 76.92%
with J48, 69.23% with Multilayer Perceptron, 69.23% with k- NN and 66.38% with SVM. The J48 algorithm, which
has the highest accuracy rate in the diagnosis of the disease, plays an important role in the early diagnosis of an
important disease such as breast cancer.
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Cloud computing is the basis of e-health applications and various learning processes developed today. It also
offers a variety of opportunities to provide better quality health care, reduce costs, and transfer health information
[1, 2]. Although there are several studies on the pharmacy students technology usage in various countries [3, 4],
studies were very limited in Turkey. In this regard, the aim of this study is to determine the intention of the pharmacy
students towards using cloud information technologies in knowledge management. In the study, a measurement tool
developed by Arpaci [5] was applied to 4th class students of Ataturk, Hacettepe and Van Yuzuncu Yl Universities
Pharmacy Faculties (n=202). Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and two sample independent t-test were conducted
via LISREL 8.80 and SPSS 22. Similarly to Arpaci [5] knowledge creation and discovery (KC), knowledge storage
(KS), knowledge sharing (KSh), knowledge application (KA), innovativeness (I), training and education (T), perceived
usefulness (PU), perceived ease of use (PEU), attitude (A), and continued use intentions (CI) factors were confirmed.
No significant differences were found between gender and factors. However, using cloud technology differs in some
factors as KC, I, PEU, PU, A and CI.
The results of the study shows that giving a training to students on this issue and supporting innovative approaches
of students may be effective in increasing students intention for using cloud computing in knowledge management.
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In machine learning studies, data augmentation is one of the methods used to increase the size of the training set
and to avoid overfitting. In contrast to the classical approaches for data augmentation, we used different Generative
Adversarial Networks (GAN) architectures in this study. Although GANs are often used for image data, we have used
tabular data for this study.
Generative Adversarial Networks was first introduced by Goodfellow et al. as a powerful generative model [1].
The basic idea of GANs is to build a game between the two players called Generator and Discriminator. The Generative
Adversarial Networks have been extended to a conditional model called cGAN, the Generator and the Discriminator
are conditioned with extra information [2]. Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) architecture was obtained by using Wasserstein
distance as GAN’s loss function [3]. This approach was then extended to the conditional state called WCGAN [4].
In this study, we have created a dataset using 33 features of the websites. The XGBoost algorithm was able to
distinguish phishing websites from legal websites with an accuracy of 89%. We have augmented our dataset with GAN,
cGAN, WGAN and WCGAN architectures. We compared the success rates of XGBoost algorithm on augmented
datasets with each architecture. According to the results, on the dataset augmented with CGAN architecture, XGBoost
algorithm was able to classify with 98% accuracy rate.
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When data contains zeros and exhibits fat-tail behaviour, the well-known parametric models such as Exponential,
Weibull, Burr, Pareto, Gamma, Lognormal and etc. might be inadequate or inapproate. In this case, the composite
(spliced) models made up by piecing together two (or more) weighted distributions at specified threshold(s) might
provide a better fit. Composite (spliced) regression models can be used when dataset contains information about
the underly- ing explanatory variables. There is not many work done on using spliced distributions with covariate
information. One of the studies about spliced regression is carried out by Gan and Valdez [1], where Gamma-Pareto
and Pareto-Type I Gumbel distributions are used to model Singapure automobile insurance data.
The aim of this study is to investigate the use of the Exponential-Pareto, Weibull-Pareto and Lognormal-Pareto
regression models for this dataset and compare the results.
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Nowadays, the internet contains many more images and videos; this urges development or search applications
and algorithms that can investigate the semantic analysis of images and videos to provide the user with better search
content and summarization [1]. As recently reported by different researchers, there has been great progress in image
tagging, object detection, and stage classification in parallel with increasing processing power and improvements in
graphics processors. This makes it possible to contribute to the solution of object detection and scene classification
problems.
CNN (Convolutional Neural Networks) presents a model class that works to better understand the content in the
image, thus resulting in better image segmentation and classification [2]. CNNs, which are made up of many layers,
learn an attribute of each problem in the layer and these attributes are output to the next layer [3]. CNN algorithms
are applied in many different fields such as natural language processing, biomedical, especially in the field of image
and sound processing. In the paper, the classification success of the proposed method with CNN was measured using
the MNIST (Modified National Institute of Standards and Technology Database) [4]. It consists of numbers written
in handwritten and appropriately classified. MNIST is a commonly used handwritten numeric data set of 28X28 size,
60,000 training and 10,000 tests. Several different types of methods, from artificial neural networks to statistical
methods, have been tested on this data set.
This paper was carried out using the Keras library in Python programming language. In this paper, the result
obtained by CNN is a very low error rate (0.082) and an accuracy rate of 97%. The aim of the study, which is to
minimize the loss value, was carried out successfully.
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Topological indices have important role in theoretical chemistry for QSPR researches. Among the all topological
indices the Zagreb indices [1] has been used more considerably than any other topological indices in chemical and
mathematical literature. Most of the topological indices as in the Zagreb indices are based on the degrees of the
vertices of a connected graph. Recently a novel degree concept has been defined in graph theory; geometric degree
[2]. In this study, angular geometric Zagreb indices are defined by using geometric degree concept as parallel to
their corresponding classical degree version. This novel angular Zagreb indices are compared with the Zagreb indices
by correlation efficient of some physicochemical properties of octane isomers. Also the exact values of the angular
geometric Zagreb indices for the well-known graph classes such as; paths, cycles, stars and complete graphs are given.
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Classical and fuzzy methods which are used to model the time series are encountered in many areas of life. The
tendency to model with fuzzy logic increases when the classical analyses are inadequate, unsatisfying and when the
assumptions that classical model needs are not met. In the fuzzy time series analysis, which gives the opportunity to
work with uncertainties, Type 2 models which include more information in calculations can be used in the literature.
Furthermore, the applicability of a model to different data set is important. Therefore, in this study, Type 2 fuzzy time
series model developed by Huarng and Yu (2005) was handled, and it was fitted in the gold price data in Turkey. The
forecast results were obtained and the weaknesses of the Type 2 fuzzy time series model were also examined.
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In regression analysis, joint modelling skewness and heterogeneity is a challenging problem. In this study, we
consider the skew Laplace normal (SLN) distribution studied by [1] which is a heavy tailed and skew distribution,
and we propose a joint modelling of location, scale, and skewness parameters of mixtures of SLN distributions to
model heteroscedastic skew-heavy tailed data set coming from a heterogeneous population. The maximum likelihood
(ML) estimators of all parameters are obtained via the expectation- maximization (EM) algorithm (see [2]), and also
asymptotic properties of estimators are derived. Numerical analyses via a simulation study and a real data example are
conducted to show the performance of the proposed model.
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Volatility refers to changes in the price of a financial asset. Volatility measures the magnitude, degree and permanence of the changes in prices. The use of conventional econometric models to measure volatility in financial time
series has been to cause some shortcomings in terms of reliability due to some features of the financial series and the
first autoregressive conditional variance model of ARCH (Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedastic) was developed
by R. F. Engle [1]. In this study using financial series, autoregressive conditional variance models were preferred.
Asymmetric exponential volatility models have been developed, which take into account the features of the financial series and examine the leverage effect. Asymmetric exponential volatility models make volatility modeling taking
into account that the news of bad news is not symmetrical with good news, and bad news causes more volatility than
good news (leverage effect); see [2]. In this way, exponential GARCH models are superior to those volatility models
that are only interested in the impact of shock. Therefore, in this study in order to test whether the exchange rate
volatility Turkey is the modeling of the asymmetry effect, showing the asymmetric exponential GARCH volatility was
used. Thus, the good or bad news on the information shock within the foreign exchange market in Turkey will be
determined which one is more dominant.
Within the framework of EGARCH, GJRGARCH and APGARCH models, the exchange rate volatility was modeled with the daily data of January 2001-December 2018 period. USD / TL and EUR / TL exchange rates were used in
the study, and the best predictive performance for both exchange rates was the APARCH (Asymmetric Power ARCH)
model developed by Ding, Granger and Engle [3]. The leverage parameter and power parameter in this model provide
information on the asymmetric effect and persistence of the shock in the information shocks on the market. According
to the results obtained from this model, the existence of asymmetric effect for both dollar and euro was determined
and the leverage effect was found to be negative. In this case, the effect of good news in the dollar and euro volatility
in market prices in Turkey was found to be more than bad news. In addition, the power parameter of the model showed
that the information shock reaching the market for both exchange rates was persistant.
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Strawberry, a powerful antioxidant, strengthens the immune system. Strawberry contains plenty of iron and phosphorus. It is also rich in terms of B, C and K vitamins. Reduce cholesterol and also prevents vascular occlusion. It is
protective against cancer. At the same time, harmful substances remove from the body. Reduces the blood pressure
and decrease stress. It is good to rheumatism and liver disturbances. The aim of this study was to determine some
antioxidant enzyme activities in strawberry fruit obtained from various regions.
CAT and SOD antioxidant enzyme activities were determined by preparing the extract of strawberry fruit. Strawberry is a grassy plant with a creeping body. It is also a very fragrant, a cone shaped fruit. There are many species and
types. For this purpose, it is aimed to determine some enzyme activities which are thought to be present in strawberry
with these beneficial properties of strawberry fruit. In this study, antioxidant enzyme activities were determined by
spectrophotometric method. The strawberry pieces that we have previously shredded were centrifuged at 8000 rpm for
5 minutes. The liquid at the top of the centrifuge tube was then receipted. The absorbance measurements were then
performed with a spectrophotometer set at 240 nm.
In this study, extracts of strawberries obtained from various regions were prepared. Then, measurements were
made with spectrophotometer. The obtained data was evaluated. Descriptive statistics for the features discussed;
Mean is expressed as Standard Deviation. T-Test was used in cases where normal distribution condition was provided
and Mann Whitney U test statistic was used in cases where normal distribution condition was not provided. Statistical significance level was taken as 5% in the calculations and SPSS statistical package program was used for the
calculations.
In this study, antioxidant enzyme activities in the strawberry fruit were determined. Thus, the strawberry fruit was
seen that how strong antioxidant fruit.
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Cherry is a fruit rich in vitamin C. They do not contain fat and cholesterol. It contains essential minerals such as
fiber, vitamin A, iron, calcium, protein as well as abundant potassium. Red cherries also contain melatonin, which
helps combat harmful toxins. Due to its antioxidant properties, it has many benefits such as prevention of some types
of cancer, reduction of inflammation, prevention of gout and removal of muscle pain. In our study, it was aimed to
determine the antioxidant enzyme activities in cherry fruit. The cherry fruit extract was prepared and some antioxidant
activities were determined.
Cherry, (prunus avium) is a fruit belonging to the family of rosaceae. Its homeland is asia minor. Many varieties
are grown in Turkey. There are more than a hundred culture forms grown in north america with temperate regions of
europe and asia. Its body is in the form of a flat-shell tree. For this purpose, it is aimed to determine some enzyme
activities which are thought to be found in cherry plants. In this study, antioxidant enzyme activities were determined
by spectrophotometric method. The cherry pieces that we have previously shredded were centrifuged at 8000 rpm for
5 minutes. The liquid at the top of the centrifuge tube was then receipted. The absorbance measurements were then
performed with a spectrophotometer set at 240 nm.
In this study, extracts of cherry from various regions were prepared. Then, measurements were made with spectrophotometer. The obtained data was evaluated. Descriptive statistics for the features discussed; Mean, Standard
deviation, Minimum and Maximum values are expressed. One way ANOVA was used for normal distribution conditions and Kruskal Wallis test statistic was used for cases where normal distribution condition was not provided.
Statistical significance level was taken as 5% in the calculations and SPSS statistical package program was used for
the calculations.
In this study, antioxidant enzyme activities in the cherry fruit were determined. Thus, the cherry fruit was seen
that how strong antioxidant fruit.
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Gastric cancer (GC) is one of the most common causes of cancer-related death worldwide and Turkey . Surgical
resection is the only cure available and is dependent on the GC stage at presentation, which incorporates depth of
tumor invasion, extent of lymph node and distant metastases [1]. It is important to determine the staging correctly for
a good treatment. Multidetector computed tomography (MDCT) is the most commonly used technique for the staging
of GC as it provides higher resolution scans with thin collimation that allows excellent multiplanar reconstructions [1].
Deep learning methods are representation-learning methods with multiple levels of representation, obtained by
composing simple but nonlinear modules that each transform the representation at one level (starting with the raw
input) into a representation at a higher, slightly more abstract level [3]. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are
designed especially recognize visual patterns from pixel images [2]. Deep learning has been frequently used in the
literature to determine the presence of cancer, but its use is limited in staging studies.
In this study, we applied deep convolutional networks of 45 gastric cancer patients CT images. We have implemented LeNet, AlexNet, GoogLeNet and ResNet architectures and compared their success rates.
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The number of people who express themselves in social media is increasing day by day. Twitter, which is an
important place for people to share their thoughts on a topic has 500 million tweets sent per day [1]. In such a
large data manual classification is a very challenging task. Therefore, using autonomous systems, software etc. for
classification is of great importance.
The irony is the expression in which the meaning of the opposite is said. The action that is said or done is
intended to draw the contradiction or action under the serious image to the point of contradiction [2]. In recent years,
after successful results in the sentiment analysis with tweets, studies have been conducted on irony detection as well.
However, this issue is more challenging than sentiment analysis. While it is easier to determine the irony in face-toface conversation, it can be difficult for normal people to understand it in written communication. The character limit
on Twitter, typing and punctuation errors of some people hamper the direct implementation of classification methods.
For this reason, it is necessary to apply the preprocessing steps in the tweets. Afterwards, it is aimed to determine the
irony by extracting features.
In this study, after the preprocessing of the data by correcting the words, writing errors etc., the machine learning
and deep learning algorithms were applied with different parameters and the success of the results were examined and
compared. As a result the most successful models/algorithms were Pre-trained Word Embeddings and Hyperparameter
Optimization on Deep Neural Networks yielding an F-score of .878 and .873, respectively.
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Sepsis infection, which is one of the most important causes of deaths in intensive care units in health industry,
is seen as a serious global health crisis. Sepsis, which affects between 27 and 30 million people every year, kills 7
to 9 million people. If sepsis infection cannot be diagnosed early enough, it may cause septic shock, multiple organ
failure and finally the story ends with death. According to the figures announced by the World Health Organization,
every 6 seconds a person dies of sepsis infection. Sepsis infection causes high mortality or most survivors experience
long-term morbidity. Since the incidence of sepsis is high, this remains one of the leading causes of death globally.
Therefore, sepsis is seen as an important public health problem with significant economic consequences. Prediction
of sepsis and an early sepsis diagnosis may lead rapid treatment and provide better results. However, the diagnosis
of sepsis is hard and needs experienced caregivers. The predictive accuracy of existing instruments is poor and the
diagnosis is based on expensive and time-consuming laboratory results.
In this study, we have used MIMIC III database which is provided by the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
hospital for researches on Intensive Care Unit health issues. The database consists of 57,000 patients records which
includes information such as demographics, vital sign measurements made at the bedside laboratory test results, procedures, medications, caregiver notes, imaging reports, and mortality (both in and out of hospital). Although the main
objective of the study is to predict sepsis, this work solely focuses on data preparation phase because it plays a vital
role in sepsis machine learning process. For this purpose, clinicians expertise and machine learning depth and necessities have been taken into account. An artificial intelligence unit needs to be designed to collect and mould all data
in a desired format. This format is dynamic and cannot be predicted beforehand. It should be designed on the route
to machine learning and must be re-designable. The AI module checks data types, timestamp sequence within a given
environment and makes decisions to organise dataset in the best possible way so that machine learning algorithms can
learn. For this purpose, a new model or algorithm has been developed.
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One of the most fundamental requirements in todays insurance sector is the determination of fair premium for
the insured. In order for this purpose to be fulfilled, the correct risk classification is required for each insured in the
portfolio. By the realization of correct risk classification, the insured can continue to be provided insurance services
with more suitable pricing, while the insurance companies will have the opportunity to provide the correct person with
the correct insurance and carry out financially sustainable insurance transactions. Risk classification as a common
interest on both sides will ensure the existence and sustainability of the market.
In this study, risk classification is made by using the claim information about insured within the scope of motor
third party liability. As a classification model, ANN (Artificial Neural Network) models used on various attributes
of the tools mentioned in the insurance policies are utilized. The data provided by the Insurance Information and
Monitoring Center (SBM), consists of basic policy based information about insured vehicles, from 2006 to 2010. It has
been shown that ANN models responds our problem significantly, model has reached high accuracy in classification
process for both training and testing data.
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With technological and industrial improvements, it is difficult to obtain the information about the lifetime of the
high reliability products under normal-use conditions. Therefore, to get the information about these products, a sample
of them is subjected to stress. This kind of tests are called the accelerated life tests (ALT). ALT provides enough failure
data in a short period of time [1]. The basic assumption of ALT is that the mathematical model relating to the lifetime
of the unit and the stress are known. Nevertheless, sometimes the life-stress relations are not always known and ALT
is not available [2]. In this case, partially accelerated life test (PALT) which has the products tested under normal
conditions until the prefixed time and then the surviving products are changed to put in accelerated stress conditions
is often used.
The stress can generally be applied in various ways, the commonly used methods are step- stress and constantstress. In step-stress PALT (SSPALT), firstly the test item is run at normal condition. If it does not fail for a specified
time, then it is run at accelerated condition until the test terminates. But in constant-stress PALT (CSPALT), each unit
is run at constant stress level until the test terminates.
This study deals with the classical and Bayesian estimation of SSPALT model under Type- I censoring when the
lifetime distribution is Inverse Weibull (IW). In the context of classical estimation, maximum likelihood (ML) estimates of the distribution parameters and the acceleration factor are obtained. In addition, approximate confidence
intervals (ACI) of the parameters are constructed based on the asymptotic distribution of the ML estimators. Under
Bayesian inference, while the approximation posterior expectation methods by Lindley and Tierney-Kadane could
provide point estimates of the distribution parameters and the acceleration factors under square error loss (SEL) function, Gibbs sampling method is also used to construct credible intervals of these parameters together with their point
estimates. Monte- Carlo simulations are performed to compare the performances of the different estimation methods.
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Online social networks have been developed rapidly in recent years. People can share information with each other
using social networks, due to this case, social network analysis has recently been used to analyze the relationships
between users. This paper aims to model and analyze the dynamic behaviors of users in social networks. Petri nets, a
mathematical and graphical modeling tool that are suitable for describing the dynamic properties of a system, are used
to model the behaviors of users in social networks. In this case, social networks are also modelled by using Petri nets
at the same time. After modeling the networks, some mathematical information of model such as incidence matrix
obtained from the model are used to analyze the system by linear algebraic system. Results show that social networks
can be modeled and analyzed mathematically using dynamical properties of Petri nets.
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In this presentation first the advantages of qualitative data will be provided. Then the collection techniques will
be presented and important points while collecting the qualitative data will be underlined. And then three explatory
studies will be presented one another. In the first study the data collected on the nature of substance will be shown. And
in the second study the data of the university students enrolled to a pharmacy faculty will be revealed and the “reasons
for smoking” will be discovered. Finally there will be another qualitative study findings collected from community
pharmacists concerning their “interaction with geriatric patients”.
In the end of the presentation contributions of the audience on qualitative techniques will be requested.
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Social Pharmacy is a multi-cultural, inter-disciplinary field that focuses on utilisation of medicine by both consumers and healthcare professionals. Social Pharmacy borrows research methods and theories from diverse disciplines
of different perspectives.
Teaching, learning and sharing experiences on social research techniques means knowing social, humanistic and
natural sciences research techniques. The aim is to understand;
- the use of medicines, the patient/consumer, profession, society, and drug industry,
- the costs and access to medicines has several political, economic and social factors,
- the pharmacists and pharmacies struggeling with high speed transitioni,
- expectation dissimilarities of patients and consumers.
Pharmacists wherever they work (community pharmacies, hospitals, authorities, the pharmaceutical industry and
etc.) have to use the social pharmacy acquisition in their daily bussiness. To find solutions for related situations, the
problems need to be highlighten as the results and implemantations of social pharmacy studies has a vital importance
on public health.
The research methods of social pharmacy can be summarised as;
a qualitative narrative studies/observations; This is a kind of anthropological field work (repeated participant
observations and interviews with a few participants).
b semi-structured interviews; One to one, face to face formal interviews. (The aim is to identify medicine-related
characteristics, such as behaviours, knowledge, perceptions and attitudes, of different groups, such as patients
and pharmacists.)
c focus-group interviews; Often employ the same methods of interviews as those at the group level (6-10 participants)(the study of organizational features of pharmacies, hospitals, patients, technicians etc.).
d surveys; Mostly web based or face to face, structured and self filled formal questions. e. mix methods/triangulation;
all the above methods could be used with variations.
According to the needs of problematic, the research method is preferred. The pros/cons and experinces of the techniques are discussed in the presantation.
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While surfing on a website, all the actions taken by the visitors are actually recorded on web server in the error and
access files. In process of time, the files recording all the access and error entries are deleted by the people who are
the management of web servers by reason of their reaching high sizes. However; when these inputs deleted without
checking out are checked out with correct methods, it not only gets statistical inferences but also it is possible to make
improvements on website for its efficient usage, taking security measures, identifying cyber-attacks to the website. In
this work, the conclusions are drawn to check out access logs on web servers with web mining methods, for more
efficient usage of web sites and its formatting.
When the web servers are checked out with web mining methods, it is crucial to check out all the access logs. As
the web access logs becomes big data in time, Apache Hadoop System which checks out big data with a different file
system and methods is used in this paper. Apache Hive query language designed for Big Data is used so as to check
out the data more easily and efficiently on Apache Hadoop. Within the context of thesis study, the opportunities are
provided to draw significant and useful conclusions from access logs before they are deleted.
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In this study, we derive a new life-time distribution called as Alpha Power Maxwell (APM) by using the Alpha
Power Transformation method proposed by Mahdavi and Kundu [1]. Some statistical properties of it are provided
and discussed, as well. The maximum likelihood (ML) method is utilized to obtain the estimates of parameters of the
APM distribution. However, the ML estimates of the unknown paramerters can not be obtained explicitly. Therefore,
iterative techniques should be used, e.g. Newton-Raphson. At the end of the study, the APM distribution is used to
model the actual data set and the results are presented.
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In this study, utilization of near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) for classification of two Pinus samples was investigated. 195 and 181 spectra of Pinussylvestris and Pinusnigra were collected, respectively; with a resolution of 4 cm-1
and a spectral range of 12 000 4 000 cm-1. Several classification models based on these spectral data were developed
using partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA), Shrunken Centroid Discriminant Analysis (SCR-DA),
Diagonal Linear Discriminant Analysis (DL-DA), Decision Tree (DT), Gradient Boosting (GB), Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) applied after principal components analysis(PCA). In addition
to these, some pre-processing methods were compared by PLS-DAfor improving the model performance. Standard
Normal Variate (SNV), Multiplicative Scatter Correction (MSC), smoothing and transformation according to SavitzkyGolay(SG) algorithm and various combination of these pre-processing methods were employed. The accuracy rates of
50.79 %, 52. 38%, 53.97%, 58.73%, 61.38%, 61.38% and 87.30% were observed based on SCR-DA, DL-DA, ANN,
DT, GB, SVM and PLS- DA model in the testing set, respectively. In our study highest accuracy for raw data were
found in PLS-DA model in the test set. The accuracy rates of pre-processing methods Smoothing, Autoscaling, Meancentering, SNV, MSC, Standardization, Smoothing + Second Derivative, First Derivative, First Derivative+MSC and
First Derivative+SNVfor PLS-DA model were found 80.42%, 80.42%, 87.30%, 88.89%, 91.01%, 91.98%, 98.41%,
98.94%, 98.94% and 99.47%, respectively. The results demonstrated that Near Infrared Spectroscopy combined with
pre-processing methods and multivariate data analysis could be an effective classifier of Pinus species.
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The Inverted Kumaraswamy
(IKum) distribution is proposed by AL-Fattah et al. [1]. It is derived by applying

transformation X = (1 T ) − 1 to the random variable T has Kumaraswamy distribution. It is a flexible distribution
with two shape parameters along with a scale parameter. Also exhibits a longer right tail than several distributions that
are widely used. This positively affects the distribution’s ability to fit the rare events occurring in the right tail; see [1].
Maximum likelihood (ML) and Bayes estimators of unknown parameters of the IKum distribution are obtained by [1].
In this study, Least Squares (LS) and Maximum Product of Spacing (MPS) estimators of the parameters of the IKum
distribution are obtained. A Monte Carlo simulation study is conducted to compare efficiencies of these estimators
with the ML counterparts by means of the bias, and mean square error criteria. At the end of the study, actual data set
is used to show the implementation of the LS, MPS and ML methodologies.
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The importance of waste management services increase day by day due to the increase in the world population
and urbanization. Collecting and transporting processes from waste management processes are considered as a vehicle
routing problem in the literature. Vehicle routing problems are the problem of designing the routes of distribution
or collection to the customers at the most appropriate cost with one or more vehicles. In this study, waste collection
operations from all public institutions such as governorship, prefectures, registry offices and police departments etc.
and all of public/private schools in Kirikkale Merkez and its 8 districts were discussed in line with ”Zero Waste
Project” initiated by Turkish Republic Ministry of Environment and Urbanization. At first, the demand forecasting
was made for the collection of recyclable wastes such as paper, glass, plastic and metal and then the least cost of waste
collection routes were found. The problem is considered as a heterogeneous multi-vehicle vehicle routing problem
under working hour constraint.
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Terrorism has spread death in many parts of the world. It is the biggest problem in the world. In this study, data
sets with various terrorist attacks in the world are used. Using data mining methods, terrorist attacks and attack types
around the world have been determined according to the countries.

According to data from the data sets, the most terrorist attacks were in Iraq. The attack, which has the most death,
occurred in Iraq. The least terrorist attack has been in 1971. The most terrorist attack was in 2014. The least terrorist
attack has been in Australia. Many such information is obtained and visualized in the results.
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It is important for companies to determine the financial and administrative problems in advance and to make the
necessary arrangements without going into financial failure process. The aim of this study is to determine the factors
that cause financial failure and bankruptcy of 139 industrial companies listed in the BIST (Stock Exchange Istanbul)
in 2017 by the generalized ordered logit model.
In order to prevent the economic problems caused by financial failures, many methods have been developed and
used from past to present. In our study, the score values of Altman (1968), which has the highest reliability, were
obtained with Z score method. In this way, it can be determined which companies are within the three safe, gray and
dangerous zones [1].
In the ordered logit model, the dependent variable consists of Z score discrimination zone values, while the independent variables consist of liquidity, activity, financial structure and profitability ratios obtained from company data.
Among these ratios, the variables that are used most frequently and do not cause high correlation with each other are
selected. The brant test was applied to check whether the ordered logit model results provide the assumption of parallel
slopes. As a result of the Brant test, the generalized ordered logit model, which is a model that relaxed the parallelism
assumption, is used considering the ordered structure of the dependent variable due to the violation of the parallel
slope assumption. With the generalized ordered logit model, the factors affecting the financial failure and bankruptcy
of the companies are estimated [2].
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Sentiment analysis is a wide area of research that can be applied for many sectors. Approaches to sentiment
analysis are classified in two general group. The first is lexicon based sentiment analysis while the other is machine
learning based sentiment analysis. In this study we applied LSTM for sentiment analysis task. We used Deeplearning4J
[1] library for LSTM algorithm. As a dataset we used Large Movie Review Dataset that is belong to IMDB includes
25000 positive and 25000 negative at the total 50000 movie reviews. We have combined Word2Vec [2] model with
Recurrent Neural Network for sentiment classification. For this purpose we used Google News Vector as Word2Vec
model dataset. At the end of evolution and training phase the task completed with 0.8624 accuracy rate; 0.8647
precision rate; 0.8624 recall rate; 0.8567 F1 Score rate. In this study we represent implementation of LSTM for
sentiment analysis.
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Nowadays, the cyber-attacks which are made to government agencies, the servers of the universities and big
companies, their systems and even to their internet infrastructures present big threats. So, the systems having Firewall,
VPN, IPS features are used for providing network security. The purposes of these systems are to prevent the cyberattacks from inside and outside, malwares which can strike to net infrastructure and to record all the network traffic.
Network traffic should be followed regularly and it is necessary to take precaution according to the detected threats
for systems security and taking precautions to the threats which can occur in the future. This reveals the importance
of network log records.
Network logs can have big sizes in time that arent be able to read by standard software according to the network
traffic density. Most of the time, network logs reach terabyte sizes and many valuable data cannot be analyzed. So,
this causes to not to determine the features which can be threatful for the systems and net infrastructures and reveal
the security gaps.
The data having huge sizes can be read fast and actively, analyzed and obtained important conclusions by using
big data technologies. Network logs can be analyzed by examining with big data technologies and very useful results
can be obtained.
In this study, network logs are analyzed in a short time by using Apache Hadoop and Apache Hive and it is shown
that how useful and meaningful results can be deduced for network security.
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Speed, time and safety are of great importance in many processes today. In addition to the access to information
and the use of information, there are also many studies on the retention of information. Fingerprint, card reader
and face recognition systems are used in the entrance and exit gates of state institutions and many large companies
and in accessing system rooms of these institutions. The developed system restricts your personel computer use of
foreign personalities by using face recognition algorithms. In addition to this limitation, the system automatically
pulls a picture of the person who wants to use your personal computer and sends the information to the mobile phone
mentioned in the system.
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Automatic text summarization is the automatic creation of a short and fluent summary of the text. There are
different approaches to summarizing by selecting sentences from the main text. One of the text summarization methods
used to create an automatic summary is to summarize the text by selecting a sentence from the original text. In this
study, we present a graph-based extractive text summarization method. This method provides a summary of the two
main steps. The first of these steps includes the representation of the input text and the steps of creating the graph.
The second step includes the steps of graph partitioning and sentence scoring. A text preprocessing tool developed
by us is used to protect the semantic loyalty between sentences in the representation phase of the input texts. After
the representation of the texts with the graphs, the graphs partitioning perform. After this division, the sentences to
be found in the abstract in terms of the number of sentences found in the subsections obtained are determined. In
this method, Closeness Centrality and Degree Centrality methods were used in sentence scoring stage. The most
valuable nodes obtained as a result of these methods are included in the abstract. Finally, this study, which is proposed
for the purpose of text summarization, has been calculated by using ROUGE evaluation metrics in the Document
Understanding Conference (DUC- 2002) data set including open access texts and summaries of these texts. As a result
of the measurements, it was observed that the proposed summation system offers significant accuracy.
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Socio-economic development refers to the development of settlements in social, cultural, environmental and spatial
dimensions as well as economic development. Cluster analysis, unknown groups precisely, units, similar subsets of
variables with each other (group, class) is one of multivariate statistical analysis, which helps to separate. With strong
mathematical foundation and is a method used in almost all branches of science. In this study, the study conducted
by H. Eray CELIK, Sinan SARACLI and Sanem SEHRIBANOGLU in 2011, before the earthquake in Van province
was compared with our study in 2017, after the earthquake in Van province. Thus, the effect of the earthquake on the
socio-economic development level of the Van province was observed.
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Since renewable energy production is more cost-effective than thermal energy, it has become the energy source
that the whole world is concentrated on. In 2018, 26% of global energy production came from renewable energy. With
a capacity of 100 Gigawatts (GW) (55%), solar energy became the most common renewable energy source installed
in the world in 2018. Wind power (28%) and Hydroelectric (11%). Total installed solar power capacity in the world
is 505 GW. Solar photovoltaic (PV) has become the worlds fastest- growing energy technology, with gigawatt-scale
markets in an increasing number of countries. Optimal PV panel installation is very important in terms of cost and
requirements. A number of estimation methods have recently been used to meet the long-term planning needs of solar
panels for optimal use. In this study, the energy production estimation of a photovoltaic system with a capacity of
17.16 kW installed on the roof of Van Yuzuncu Yl University Science Research and Application Center in Turkey was
performed by using regression analysis. The meteorological data of the region were used in the analysis.
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In this study, we was investigated the uniform convergence of numerical solutions of singu- larly perturbed
reaction-diffusion problems on the shishkin mesh. A Numerov-type exponen- tially fitted difference scheme was
constructed and it was shown that the scheme was uniform convergence with respect to . Convergency was supported
by numerical example.
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In this study, factorial moment generating function of sample minimum from a geometric distribution of statistics
based on order statistics are considered. The moments of the sample minimum of order statistics from a geometric
distribution are obtained wiht the help of factorial moment generating function. Using these moments, the expected
value and variance were obtained as algebraic and numerical.
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The generalized exponential distribution plays an important role in modeling various data set in many areas such
as, biological, medical and reliability function. Also, the distribution is used an alternative to Gamma and Weibull
distributions in many situations. Thus, it is very important to determine the best estimation method for distribution
parameters. The main objective in this study is to determine the best estimators of the unknown parameters generalized
exponential distribution. Hence, we briefly discussed different methods for estimation of the unknown parameters of
generalized exponential distribution. Furthermore, the performances of the estimators are compared with respect
to their biases and mean square errors through a simulation study. Finally, a real data set is analyzed for better
understanding of methods presented in this study.
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This paper aims to examine the relationship between bitcoin and other crypto money indicators with the CD Vine
Copula Approach method. In the study, we use closing prices of Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Ethereum, Litecoin and XRP.
The results show that there is a weak dependence between bitcoin and prominent financial indicators. These findings
indicate the necessity of more detailed studies.
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This work focuses on obtaining new complex hyperbolic and mixed dark solutions for some nonlinear partial
differential equations, namely, (2+1)-dimensional asymmetrical Nizhnik-Novikov-Veselov and SawadaKotera (SK)
equations via sine-Gordon expansion method. This powerful method is based on two important properties of sineGordon equation. We generate new solitary wave solutions to the governing models. With the help of symbolic
computation package programms, we plot some grafical surfaces of them including high and lower points in a large
range of independant variables. The results for the governing models are graphically introduced.
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In this study, we study the Conformable (2+1)-dimensional Ablowitz-Kaup-Newell-Segur equation in order to
show the existence of complex combined dark-bright soliton solutions. To this purpose an effective method which is
the Sine-Gordon expansion method is used. The 2D and 3D surfaces under some suitable values of parameters are
also plotted.
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In this study Irregular Migration Data is investigated by Ito Stochastic Differential Equation Modeling (SDEM).
A typical one-dimensional stochastic differential equation has the form
dX(t) = f (t, X)dt + g(t, X)dW (t)

(1)

for 0 ≤ t ≤ T where X(0, ) ∈ HRV , HRV is a Hilbert space of random variable, X(t,) is a stochastic process not a
deterministic function. W (t, w) = W (t) is a Wiener process or Brownian motion and since it is nowhere differentiable
[1].
Firstly, parameters of SDE (see equation (1)) which occurs in biological problems are estimated by using the maximum likelihood procedure. Moreover, by applying Euler-Maruyama Approximation Method are obtained approximate
trajectory of stochastic process which is solution of mentioned SDE.
This method allows to obtain approximate trajectory according to observation xi on interval [ti , T ] by formula
√
Xi = X(ti , w) = X(t( i − 1), w) + f (t( i − 1) + i∆t, X(t( i − 1), w))∆t + g(t( i − 1) + i∆t, X(t( i − 1), w)) ∆tδ (0, 1) (2)
where t0 = 0;t ∈ [0, T ]; ti = i∆t/K ; i= 1, , K, ∆t = T /K, K is number of steps using Euler-Maruyama method.
The performances of SDE are established by Chi-Square criteria, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) criteria. It
should be noted that in this research, the data of the number of irregular migrants those who have been captured in
Turkey between 2005 and 2019 (until 29.05.2019) is examined. The results are acquired by using statistical software
R-Studio and MATLAB R2013a. These results are also corroborated by graphical representation.
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Computer training and coding education has become an indispensible part of educational environments as a consequence of rapid developments in information technologies and accessability of technology. The coding education,
which takes place in the curriculum from the beginning of primary school, brings success in various scopes such as
analytical thinking, creativity and problem solving. It is well known that children having a close interest in information
technologies gain a strong capability in solving encountered problems and analysing obtained results.
The structuring of coding learning is undoubtedly one of the most important elements of the educational process
defined in information technologies. Accordingly, the most efficient method in structuring of coding learning is the
coding education supported with educational computer games. In this study, an attitude scale for the attitude of
students towards coding education supported with educational computer games was utilized with a view to determine
the attitude of students towards coding education supported with educational computer games. A total number of 173
students were selected from 5th, 6th and 7th grades of four schools, including two private and two public schools,
affiliated to the National Educational Directorate of Van Province of Turkey, in spring term of 2018-2019 academic
year. It is expected that obtained results from this study can contribute to future studies related to attitudes of students
towards coding education supported with educational computer games in terms of school, grade, age and gender
characteristics.
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Monte Carlo (MC) methods are a subset of computational algorithms that use the process of repeated random
sampling to make numerical estimations of unknown parameters. It is suitable for the case of luminescent solar
concentrators (LSCs) as there is no deterministic analysis for an LSC. Furthermore, the physical processes responsible
for its performance has many coupled degree of freedom. We have used Monte-Carlo ray tracing simulation to design
and optimize an efficient LSC. We have used graphene quantum dots as luminescent material because of its unique
properties compared to inorganic quantum dots like low toxicity, photostability, and tunable photoluminescence. The
focus of this study is the optimizing the graphene quantum dot concentration and the waveguide size and scale. We
have discussed the choice of efficient LSC scale to make a balance between maximum obtainable optical power and
energy flux gain (e.g., cost of solar cells). Moreover, we have optimized the parameters and discussed the results for
different graphene quantum dots with different quantum yields. These results optimization method is general and can
be applied to all other LSCs.
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Today Big Data, is any set of data that is larger than the capacity to be processed using traditional database tools to
capture, share, transfer, store, manage and analyze within an acceptable time frame; from the point of view of service
providers, Organizations need to deal with a large amount of data for the purpose of analysis. And IT department
are facing tremendous challenge in protecting and analyzing these increased volumes of information. The reason
organizations are collecting and storing more data than ever before is because their business depends on it. The type
of information being created is no more traditional database-driven data referred to as structured data rather it is data
that include documents, images, audio, video, and social media contents known as unstructured data or Big Data.
Big Data Analytics is a way of extracting value from these huge volumes of information, and it drives new market
opportunities and maximizes customer retention. Moreover, this paper focuses on discussing and understanding Big
Data technologies and Analytics system with Hadoop distributed filesystem (HDFS). This can help predict future,
obtain information, take proactive actions and make way for better strategic decision making.
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Recently, theoretical arguments, numerical simulation and experiments shown that ion channel noise in neurons
can have deep impact on the behavior of the neuron’s dynamical when there is a limited size for the membrane space.
It can be create different models of Linaro al equations by using stochastic differential equations to find the impacts of
ion channel noise, and it has been analytically put forward the Guler model. More recently, Guler has discussed that in
small neurons the rate functions for the closing and opening of gates are under the effect of the noise. In this research,
the investigation of dynamics neurons are determined with noise rate functions. The exact Markov simulations will be
employ during the investigation with above analytical models. Comparatively, the results will be presented from these
models. The research aims to show more details on the phenomenon recently outlined by Guler.
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In this study, it is proposed a robust confidence interval for the population coefficient of variation. It is compared
with some existing confidence intervals, which are proposed by McKay [1], Hendricks and Robey [2], and Donner
and Zou [3], in terms of coverage probability, average width and ratio of coverage to width for normal and some
skewed distributions. A simulation study is conducted to evaluate performances of the proposed confidence interval in
MATLAB. Simulation study shows that the coverage probabilities of the proposed confidence interval are very close
to nominal confidence level for =0.05. It is seen that the its average widths are narrower than the existing confidence
intervals. Also, ratios of coverage to width of proposed confidence interval are higher than the others. Thus, it is
recommended to use the robust confidence interval for the coefficient of variation.
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